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The below consists of a qualitative report assessing execution quality required under Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2017/576 of 8 June 2016 (RTS 28) and Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565 of 25 April
2016 – Article 65(6), as well as assumptions made when producing the accompanying quantitative reports.
Report on the quality of execution for the year 2017
Background
Record Currency Management Limited (Record) offers currency management services to institutional clients.
Foreign exchange (FX) derivatives, primarily deliverable and non-deliverable forwards, account for the majority of
transactions undertaken by Record on behalf of clients. In addition to currency management services, Record also
offers cash management including futures overlay programs.
Execution factors
The following execution factors are taken into account when executing orders on behalf of clients:
i)

Foreign exchange (FX)

When executing any FX order on behalf of a client, Record will first take into account any contractual counterparty
limits applicable to the specific client. The traders will also make an assessment of the current market conditions
(volatility, news, key data releases).
Thereafter, the most important execution factor is price. Prices are received via a Request For Quote (RFQ), and may
be requested in competition from more than one counterparty for any individual order. The price at which any
order is executed is reviewed against prices showing on price feeds at the time of execution. A snapshot of current
prices / quotes is recorded at the point of execution, as well as any unsuccessful competing quotes.
In the event that any counterparty takes an excessive amount of time to respond to an RFQ, the request may be
cancelled, and an alternative quote requested from an alternative counterparty.
ii)

Other financial instruments

Subject to any contractual restrictions and any liquidity constraints, the execution of client orders in other financial
instruments (including exchange traded futures and money market instruments) take in to account a) any costs
associated with the execution; and b) the price received.
The above execution factors are described in Record’s Best Execution Policy.
Best execution monitoring
The quality of execution is monitored on an ongoing basis, with reports issued internally for review by the Risk
Management Committee. Best execution is also monitored as part of Record’s Compliance Monitoring Plan.
During the annual period to December 2017, the best execution monitoring did not identify any issues.
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Further information
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Record is an independent investment firm, with no links or any common ownership with any execution venue.
Record has no specific arrangements with any execution venues.
The execution venues listed in Record’s Best Execution Policy are unchanged.
There are no differences in how orders are executed across Record’s client base.
Record has no retail clients.
No publications made under RTS 27 are available at this time, nor are there any publications from consolidated
tape providers.

Assumptions made regarding RTS 28 and Delegated Acts 65(6)
1) For FX derivatives, we have a number of execution methods, in all of which prices are provided in response to a
Request For Quote (RFQ) from each individual counterparty. While some trades are executed via voice, and
some via Multilateral Trading Facility (MTF), neither method offers a better or worse quality of execution. The
underlying liquidity pool behind voice RFQs and online RFQs is the same. We therefore consider the “execution
venue” to be the counterparty providing the successful RFQ.
2) Futures transactions are placed via an execution broker and thus are reported as part of Delegated Acts 65(6)
rather than RTS 28.
3) For fixed income transactions, bids are submitted via a broker in the Primary market, and by RFQ in the
Secondary market.
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